
Join the mission

C O E X T I N C T I O N



"Coextinction" explores the Pacific 
North West from land to the Salish  
Sea, capturing an inspiring story of 
extraordinary people fighting to save 

an extraordinary species. 

#WeAreTheOrca

@coextinctionfilm
www.coextinctionfilm.com
info@coextinctionfilm.com



Coextinction (noun) :
The phenomena of the loss or decline of a species resulting 
in the loss or endangerment of other species that depend 
on it, leading to cascading effects across trophic levels.



In the beginning, we didn't realize the  
magnitude of the situation we were getting  
ourselves into.  We just knew that we cared, 
and that something had to be done soon.
We met on Saturna Island, British Columbia, in 2017.  We had both felt 
drawn there to learn about a critically endangered population of orca.  

The Southern Resident Killer Whale is the world's iconic orca population 
- featured in "Free Willy", "BlackFish" and marine parks around the world. 
And yet, these orca are on the brink of extinction.

Together, we decided that if we didn't do something soon, the Southern 
Resident Killer Whale could disappear forever.  So, we embarked on a 
journey to make a documentary series that would bring global attention to 
their extinction.  

What we discovered along the way moved us deeply.  In the end, this story 
isn't only about endangered orcas.  It's about an entire ecosystem on the 
verge of ecological collapse, and the people coming together to fight for it.

-  Elena and Gloria, Co-Directors



This inspiring story begins when two young Canadian women  
embark on an epic search for answers, sharing in a vision to fight  
extinction on the west coast.  Together, they join forces with a  
global community to create the film series, "Coextinction". 



    THE POD

All life is interconnected...

This is a "canary in the coal mine" story - representative of the greater, 
global issue of coextinction.  Our goal is not only to release a doc series, 
it's to make a real impact before and after the release.  We do this through 
brand partnerships, campaigns, speaking, education and events. 



    THE POD

 THE SUPERPOD
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We've brought together a talented team and committed community.  With 
our team of partners and influencers ("The Pod") we share resources and 
engage a reach of over a million on social media.  Our community ("The 
Superpod") seeded a successful Kickstarter, helps us fundraise, raises 
awareness and drives successful campaigns.  Together, we make up a big 
family bringing this mission to the forefront.

Coextinction is founded on shared passion 
and partnerships.  We're forging relationships 
with like-minded people who want to create 
global change with us.

@xshaydx
+70K

@leacamilleri__
+380K

@brunomaltor
+160K

@legrandjd
+490K

Brando Yelavich
@brandoyelavichexplorer ; +18K

Brando is a 25 year-old explorer who joins 
Coextinction all the way from New Zealand. 
And in a stunning act of wild spirit, he 
circumnavigates Vancouver Island by kayak, 
and shares what he learns along the way.

Morgane Trussardi 
@littlegypsyblog ; +50K

Morgan is a travel blogger who joins  
Coextinction from France. She has assembled a 

team of influencers to bring awareness to the 
issue. Together they've launched a successful 

#WeAreTheOrca campaign and fundraised.

Brinkley Davies
@brinkleydavies ; +140K

Brinkley is an Australian marine biologist 
and surfer.  With her organization, Balu Blue 
Foundation, she has teamed up with  
Coextinction to spread a message of   
mainstream ocean conservation.

@slatermoore-
photography

+70K

@swimming_
in_moonlight

+30K

@fabwildpix
+30K

@gary_j27
+40K



GLOBAL IMPACT

Our vision is to grow and work together to 
inspire, educate and move audiences globally.

ALIGNMENT

Brand alignment is integral because of the nature of our mission.  
We're looking for innovative, cutting-edge brands that have 
strong ethical and environmental standards.

TOGETHERNESS

By associating with Coextinction, our team, influencers and 
other partners, you further your credibility as an ethically and 
environmentally conscious brand. Coextinction has prominent, 
respected partners at local, national and international levels. By 
joining our coalition, you become an authentic ambassador for 
real change on a global stage. 

We take an action-oriented approach - 
we're not just telling a story, we're creating 
one.  People around the world are coming 
together to join the mission.  

1.

2.

3.
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NATURE ENTHUSIASTS

A diverse group, connected by 
their love for the earth and ocean, 
exploring and adventures.

CONSERVATIONISTS

People who identify with a 
strong sense of purpose around 
protecting our planet.

EDUCATIONAL

Education is a big part of what we 
do - in particular, we help youth seek 
purpose and discover the world.

STORYTELLERS

A wide audience that loves 
inspiring stories.

Our audience



Global attention turned to the Southern  
Resident Killer Whales after news spread of 
an orca mother carrying her dead calf for 17 
days.  The world is watching.  We've been  
responding, informing and campaigning. 

fish-eating subspecies of 
orca that live in the Salish 
Sea. There are currently 
only 74 of these iconic 
orcas left.  Coextinction 
features the beauty, 
complexity, intelligence, 
stories, and rich history of 
the species.

so this orca population 
is starving because the 
Chinook salmon stocks 
in the PNW are also 
disappearing. These stocks  
are declining for  many 
reasons, though namely: 
habitat loss due to 
dams, climate change, 
overfishing, fish farms and 
the spread of disease.

is the hashtag our 
community uses to share 
this story. Coextinction 
rallies old audiences 
and creates new ones. 
In the wake of multiple 
successful campaigns, 
we plan to continue 
catalyzing change and 
sharing this story.  

The Southern 
Resident Killer 
Whales are a...

They only eat  
Chinook Salmon...

"We are the orca"
#WeAreTheOrca
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In October 2018, Coextinction and its partners launched a  
campaign to support the breaching of the Lower Snake River 
Dams.  Thousands of calls and letters went to the Washington 
State govenor's office,  bolstering support  to breach the dams.
Watch:  https://www.facebook.com/coextinctionfilm/videos/1041191916052037/



Meet the team

Gloria Pancrazi
Co-Director, Co-Host & Producer

Elena Jean
Co-Director, Co-Host & Producer

Andrew Luba
Writer & Producer

Nicholas Castel
Cinematographer

John Fulton
Cinematographer



As a team, we are comprised of passionate, 
dedicated and talented people from around 
the world. 

We have filmmakers with several international awards for narrative 
and documentary films. Our producers bring extensive experience 
having leveraged millions of dollars in funds from private investors 
and through several crowdfunding campaigns. We’ve run diverse  
social enterprises.  And we  have built and harnessed communities 
with thousands of members to execute on ideas.
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Tori Obermeyer
Producer

Emilie Chartier
Social Media & Support

Carolina Vitorino
Producer

Dony Zaidi
Executive Producer & Mentor

Gabriel Swift
Cinematographer



"Coextinction" explores the Pacific 
North West from land to the Salish  
Sea, capturing an inspiring story of 
extraordinary people fighting to save 

an extraordinary species. 

#WeAreTheOrca

@coextinctionfilm
www.coextinctionfilm.com
info@coextinctionfilm.com


